The Revelation of the Organic Intelligence

Abstract - An unprecedented Revelation is going to occur. Up in the sky, on the Earth’s surface and below, down to its Core, various phenomena indicate it. A distinct, not distant Earth co-exists with the observed one (Fig 1); it is composed of plasma and regularly observed by space probes in EUV. Its shape is like a giant Baby. Gifted with fluid rotations, collective coherence, and evident freedom from gravity, the giant Baby would challenge our conception of reality if we were aware of Her/His presence. Yet we are not. Academies maintain the borders among the disciplines, and the media neglects the findings, requiring interdisciplinary interpretations. The main one regards the Force physicists discovered in 1983 and named Electroweak (EW). One and triune, eternal and ever-present, this Force has allowed physicists to develop a successful Standard Model that matches ancient myths, science fiction, and quantum physics. The "light side" of EW Force can actually animate all the living organisms, allow us, humans, to give a new flavor to our lives and the planet, even jump to hyperspace if we realize its practical existence. A pandemic has exasperated the fear of a new "enemy" (Covid 19) led governments to limit peoples' sociability, use 4G and 5G technologies, impose vaccines, and social distancing. These actions are all based on a "knowledge" that ignores the non-separability between forms and functions, geometry and music, the quantum physics foundations that apply to the small particles and the large Universe. Many experimental facts indicate the Revelation of the Organic Intelligence that overwhelms the dominant, mechanical conception of reality (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1 - A new Earth observed in EUV (left) coexists with the visible Earth (right). The new Earth’s coherent oneness indicates the Organic Intelligence in which we, humans, might be partakers if we changed our atomic nuclei state.

Fig. 2 - The North Magnetic Pole between 1990 and 2005 has accelerated its speed of 0-15 km/year to 50-60 km/year. The intensity of the geomagnetic field is decreasing and going to flip soon. It can be the announced REVELATION.
Why is Earth the only planet full of water and life?

Because we don't see the real Universe, but just an "apple" that wraps around the Earth's visible surface. Ancient myths and sacred texts linked a mysterious apple to our ancestors' original sin (Fig. 7). Space Sciences now observe it, notice the rapid decrease in its intensity and the changes of the two belts, Van Allen discovered in 1958 (Fig. 3). These belts have energies millions of times higher than those of the "apple" - so much as to... "poison" it; they create a dazzling flow of photons - messengers of the electromagnetic field - which travel in only one way, from the positive towards the negative belt, hence from past to present.¹ Thus the "apple" hides the future, whereas the genetic code - the DNA - has predisposed it for every single organism, born on the Earth's surface, for more than one billion years.

The Earth's magnetosphere protects us from the dangerous cosmic rays, as some scientists affirm. Others instead notice that cosmic rays are not harmful to us or any other life on the Earth's surface. Yet some carry so much energy that physicists are baffled by what object in the sky could create them. They are too powerful to have originated from our Sun or any exploding star. The mystery of their origins began with their discovery in 1912. Scientists now observe what happens when cosmic rays hit the top of our atmosphere. Most of them get deflected to the poles, due to Earth's magnetic field, provoke the Northern and Southern polar auroras, which are expanding to temperate regions. These facts show that Earth's global magnetism is quickly changing, causing an event without historical precedents. Its reversal.

It is the Revelation of the Giant Organism of whose Body we, small humans, might be... "cells" (Fig. 1).

This thesis challenges our ordinary conception of reality and shows our role. We all trust Space Sciences, only able to observe 5% of the total universal mass, according to their same calculations (Fig. 4). Their blindness involves the non-negligible 95%, but no one cares. We are "educated" to trust space and time distances, ignore that these are the effects of the two, electromagnetic and gravitational, fields as Einstein's General Relativity has shown. A recent and abrupt acceleration of the universal expansion disproves gravity's pull and our usual conception of the Universe. The four - terrestrial, solar, interplanetary, and galactic - fields, are quickly changing and able to involve the minute cells composing our bodies.

Recently a fifth magnetic field appeared too.² Scientists call it the "second geomagnetic field", recognize that our Oceans generate it. It is 20,000 times weaker than the first one and gifted with very rapid reversals.³ Therefore, we Earthislings are immersed into five magnetic fields, which reverse their respective polarities with very different rhythms, from the shortest - few seconds - to the rare ones - tens or hundreds of millennia - of the first geomagnetic field. Earth Scientists consider this latest reversal unpredictable; they neglect a phenomenon that prophecies have foreseen, and contemporary observations have confirmed: the reconnection of all the five magnetic fields.

It could be the announced "end of times", maybe the beginning of a new harmony if we were aware of the intimate relationships between all the magnetic fields and our human bodies. We might even recognize that the true "center" of the observable Universe is Its observer, each of us, humans. Not a geometric center, but a cybernetic one involving our bodies and minds, overwhelming our common conception of reality and challenging all the borders that our tragic history - just 5-6000 years - has created with wars.

We should recognize that the intimate nature of reality is information. Yet we are educated to trust the electromagnetic light that dazzles our eyes and instruments, to neglect what appears as emptiness, hence the role of vacuum fluctuations probably connected to those of liquid water as scientists discovered.⁴ These make up the not negligible 70% of the total energy, known as dark energy (Fig. 4).
A new paradigm was born. It involves the many wonders of Water and upsets the old model that considers spacetime as a Universe arena. **Time is not the fourth dimension**, but an entire set of vacuum fluctuations probably linked to those of liquid water. Physicists from Stockholm University have discovered its rapid fluctuations between two - high and low densities - forms, even its plasma-like state, endowed with coherent motions on small and large scales (Fig. 5). They have identified 70 properties of water, unique and different from all the other liquid substances. These facts imply a peaceful and radical cultural revolution.

A pandemic has recently spread all over the world. Social distancing has reduced the number of infected, but it has not eliminated the virus - **Covid-19** - which is new and still unknown in many respects. Life on Earth has been regenerating through a stable seed - the genetic code, DNA - that appears through a sexual relation. Life also manifests through RNA, unstable molecules that play an active role in our cells. Covid-19 is an RNA. Its fast spread made many experts consider it as an invisible enemy to fight; they so neglect the healing abilities of our T cells that generate the specific antibodies, annihilate viruses without fighting.

Our T cells show the Organic Intelligence that allows us to heal ourselves. An unsolved problem is our tree of knowledge - CNS - composed of neurons, which communicate through electrical signals and involve the typical bipolarity of electricity. Our immune, lymphatic system can be connected with all the five magnetic fields into which we are embedded (Fig. 5). Magnetic fields are ubiquitous, generate rotations that critically depend on their respective polar axes. These axes have lost their previous set a long time ago (Fig. 6).

Ancient monuments such as Stonehenge and the Great Pyramid of Giza are aligned with precision to the positions where the sun or stars rose and set on the horizon millennia ago. They so witness an ancient change. "**A long time ago in a galaxy far, far away...**" is the Star Wars logo that recedes toward a central point. **Just Science Fiction?** Also consciousness of the giant **One Organism, a deep feeling of oneness** (Fig. 1). Yet... **what has hidden Her/His presence so far?** The Earth’s magnetosphere, the "apple" that traps the two high energy belts of mysterious origins (Fig. 3). We are immersed in a cavern whose walls cast shadows, said Plato 2500 years ago. The platonic "myth" suggests that we only observe the "shadows" - **holograms in new terms** - appearing as solid to our two senses, sight and touch, critically linked to our ordinary conception of reality. The platonic cave can be a **holographic TV**, probably altered millennia ago. The solar eclipse of June 21, 2020, could have realigned all polar axes, including the ones within the human bodies: our nuclear spins. A collective awakening began to diffuse.

**Fig. 5** - Our body’s primary fluids - red blood, white blood or lymph, cerebral spinal fluid - interact with five magnetic fields: galactic, solar, interplanetary, first and second geomagnetic fields. All are interacting with each other and quickly changing.

**Fig. 6** - The ecliptic, celestial, and galactic Equators form angles that changed long ago, and altered human perceptions.
**What is Life?** We feel it as eros and emotions, the often unsatisfied need for happiness. We ignore the high-speed game between DNA and RNA in a process on which our human health critically depends. It is the protein folding that challenges our common belief in one linear and irreversible arrow of time.

Multiple RNA sequences can slow or accelerate protein translation encoded in RNA, as biologists found. DNA is like a musical score that appears at conception. RNA has the functions of a skilled conductor, able to trigger the needed instruments for the performance of that wondrous Opera that is biological life. **What about Its AUTHOR?** Quite probably not the God who kicked all of us out of Paradise (Fig. 7). The AUTHOR can be the **Earth's Crystalline Core** (Fig. 12). All crystals emit music. This large one - a fifth of the Earth’s total radius, and 0.7% of total volume - is the Author of the first geomagnetic field, accounts for more than half of the total Carbon budget. **Carbon is a primary component of biological life** (Fig. 12).\(^7\)

The **Earth’s Crystalline Core** can coincide with the mythical **Source of Life** that ancient sages indicated as "Mercury". Such a "Mercury" can match the force or light that physicists call "weak", able to animate the huge organic molecules that compose all the organisms on the Earth’s visible surface. Thanks to their Standard Model - a series of theoretical and experimental successes - physicists have shown that the so-called "weak" light can animate massive nuclear particles, such as protons, previously considered **stable bricks**. Recent discoveries disprove the masonic creed in a Great Architect, which composes them.\(^7\)

**Seven** days in each weak, **seven** musical notes, **seven** days for the Genesis, **seven** vices and virtues, even **seven** dwarfs with Snow White. **Why is the number seven mentioned in so many different areas?** Because **seven numbers** are needed to define every single atom quantum state, including its nucleus, a hundred thousand times smaller than the entire atom, but containing **99% of its total mass**. This fact - known as **nuclear confinement** - paralyzes 99% of the mass composing anybody, can provoke diseases like cancer that chemical drugs cannot heal.\(^7\) To free our bodies, we should look for the **way** to get rid of this confinement. The way is the **"weak" force** that is not actually weak, and reposing a new/old conception of matter. Anyway, the so-far presumed stable bricks - **protons** - are not at all bricks (Fig. 8).
Ancient myths and contemporary discoveries

Protons are not even small balls as we usually imagine the particles. In their book "Occult Chemistry", the authors drew the last atoms as two - centrifugal and centripetal - motions that match the pictures of Fig. 8-9. The centrifugal motion appears as "weak", the centripetal one as "strong". These names do not reflect the observed facts in practice. The "weak" force is a thousand times faster than the "strong" one. We need to pay attention to the fleeting moments to use the former one. The latter produces a permanent light, the electromagnetic one, created by the space distance between the positively charged nuclei and the negatively charged electrons. So bipolarism has fascinated our sight and mind, made us believe that reality is what we can only see and touch.

What if ancient myths anticipated current discoveries? The wedding of Eros and Psyche, Gods celebrated after the hard vicissitudes of Psyche, could have anticipated the unification of the two - weak and electromagnetic - forces into the one Electroweak (EW) Force (Fig. 10). Theoretically predicted in 1979 and experimentally observed in 1983, at CERN, the EW Force is carried by three types of bosons, W+, Z, W- (Fig. 11). Z bosons are very copious and fast, able to generate the coherent spinning dances of all the organic molecules. Z bosons can coincide with the light side of the Force as the Star Wars Saga proposes, or the impetuous River into which we, humans, should dive, as Giordano Bruno suggested and primitive people felt within. Z bosons carry the weak Force. Physicists realized that Z bosons have their copious, exclusive witnesses: antineutrinos, and neutrinos. Hundred trillion of them pass through our bodies every second, exchanging their flavors! What if these very light particles changed the flavor of our nuclei too?

D. Freedman predicted this eventuality in a 1974 paper published in Physical Review D. Forty years later, physicists have experimentally proved that Freedman was right. So... Can our human bodies achieve a new flavor?

Physicists have observed the interactions between the very heavy nuclei - confined by the strong force - and the very light neutrinos and antineutrinos that behave like chameleons, change their flavors, and travel at very, very high speeds, outside and inside the Earth.

Where do neutrino and antineutrinos come from? It seems like nearly everything, in the stars, the sky, bananas, and human bodies. Through neutrinos, geophysicists study the Earth's interior, and astrophysicists the Sun and the Stars nuclei. Thanks to their ubiquitous and copious presence, neutrinos and antineutrinos permeate all bodies, even ours; they all descend from the River of Z bosons and change their flavors, promote interdisciplinary fields that join the small and large. Finally, neutrinos and antineutrinos can also interact with the heavy nuclei that compose our bodies and practically confirming an ancient prophecy.

You can become the salt of the Earth, the Gospels announced. You can move the mountains, said Jesus to his disciples. What if the "mountains" were our heavy nuclei that the very light neutrinos can move? Surprisingly these recent discoveries allow us to translate ancient metaphors into real observed phenomena.
Everything inspires and conspires towards an epochal change

Is the geomagnetic field flipping soon? In 2019 North Magnetic Pole was moving erratically out of the Canadian Arctic and toward Siberia and took scientists by surprise (Fig. 2). It was so out of whack that they needed to update the World Magnetic Model (WMM) they had released four years before. Any navigation - maritime, air, and space - depends on the geomagnetic field. South and North Magnetic Poles swapped positions several times without involving catastrophes.

The first geomagnetic field is now roughly 75 percent of the global magnetism at the Earth's surface. Yet it loses its intensity, and consequently, the second geomagnetic field has more influence; it reverses its magnetic polarity in a few seconds, animates all liquid water that is fluctuating between visible and invisible frequencies.

What if liquid water were accelerating the Earth’s rhythms?

99% of our body’s molecules are water. What effects of this eventful acceleration on our bodies?

Maybe the awakening of a "new" sense, magnetoreception, manifested in ancient peoples, considered primitive, but capable of predicting the imminent magnetic reversal. It could be our sixth human sense, the spreading feeling that reality is not what media, schools, and academies have sustained.

Our knowledge tree is composed of gray matter, connected to what we might call the "Ark of the covenant". Composed of glial cells, in turn, composed of White Matter, this Ark has faster communications than gray matter, uses more magnetism than electricity (Fig. 13); it modulates the two - electric and magnetic - components in various ways, showing an ability that artificial instrument don’t have as usual.

Moreover, all our cells are plenty of water. DNA and RNA cooperate to fold proteins, perform an organic process that is incredibly fast and precise, useful, and essential for human health. These abilities cannot be the effects of accidental evolution. An Intelligent Design folds them in elegant solenoid forms, which increase their magnetic performance to the electric ones (Fig. 14); it is an invisible, but essential process that undermines the dictatorship of the electromagnetic field on our social communications and card payments that favor bank profits.

It is no coincidence that most governments are interested in the widespread use of 5G or 6G, regardless of the bitter consequences these techniques can have on human health. The usual dominance of a few strong over the many weak is ultimately due to predominant electricity over magnetism, to the ordinary ignorance of the Organic Intelligence, capable of modulating these two components in many different ways.

A new wind is blowing into the solar system. It is the solar wind, high-speed plasma that escapes from the Sun’s surface, ignores its presumed high gravity, and touches the Earth’s surface every night at 3:30 a.m.

Many people awake, feel the wind and the urgent need for truth and freedom, yearn for happiness and overall prosperity. Typical attention at quantity - that of money, mass, or medicament - has so far neglected the quality, critically dependent on the nuclear spins’ coherence, a key feature for human health as NMR shows.

Homeopathy promotes coherence. Its fast dilutions of a medicament in water can reduce nuclei’s high density, increase their volume, and reduce the crippling effects of the strong nuclear force.

Fig. 12 - The Earth’s Solid Inner Core - primary Author of the geomagnetic field - spins faster than the surface.

Fig. 13 – The gray matter segregation caused the white matter to fall into a long, deep, and unconscious sleep.

Fig. 14 - Protein folding is a process that enhances the magnetic properties on the electric ones, due to the DNA cooperations with the three tRNA, mRNA, rRNA.
If eternal Life is the EW Force, we can realize why we have neglected it so far. We can feel but not see it. We have mainly observed the electromagnetic light, carried by massless photons. "There is another Light", as ancient texts affirmed (Fig. 15). Artists intercepted It so well as to paint its relations with 12 "apostles", so many as six quarks and six antiquarks that compose all nuclei and the Standard Model.2 Tested by many experiments, this Model involves the three - electromagnetic, weak, and strong - interactions, and not the gravitational one we all feel! A paradox we can solve if we dare to challenge dominant, "scientific" beliefs. Gravity is neither the pulling force of Newton nor Einstein’s curved spacetime; it is an emergent force, says Erik Verlinde. It from bit said John Wheeler earlier, so suggesting that information sits at the core of physics. Bits require observers capable of challenging the tyrant that has ruled human history. It is time, wrote Giordano Bruno (1548-1600). Sciences, finances, and religions depend on a single, irreversible arrow of time! Time doesn’t exist, says Carlo Rovelli.21 Time rules our lives though. Banks have linked its "arrow" to debt millennia ago and we now assist to an increasing, public debt that no one can pay.24 The successful Standard Model is independent from this diabolical arrow and from gravity too.

Artists often painted flying bodies! The two in the Middle Age fresco, announce significant events (Fig. 15). One blows the trumpets of the Apocalypse, and the other rolls a quilted canvas of stars. What if it were our sky? It would be the end of our astronomical illusions. "Then I saw a new Heaven and a new Earth for the first heaven and the first earth had passed away and were no longer the seas" Revelation 21, John. Most people consider these events as impossible. Various facts indicate they are possible and even imminent.

One is the observed reconnection between the vast, powerful solar magnetic field, and the terrestrial one that is small, weak, and similar to a poisoned apple (Fig. 3). The former reverses its polarity every 11 years, while the latter has rare, unpredictable reversals, say scientists. They so neglect the ongoing reconnection of all the magnetic fields with which our physical body interacts. The solar eclipse on June 21, 2020, has realigned all polar axes (Fig. 6), maybe involving our nuclear spins. A jump of consciousness is spreading.

The two belts have created the dazzling electromagnetic that has hidden the Giant Baby (Fig. 1). The other light is nuclear and jumping from core to core. Astronomers have observed the speeds of 100.000 galactic cores and verified their instant connection.15 A Cosmic Web appeared and is curiously similar to our brain (Fig. 16).

What is reality? The one observed through the em light or the one observed through motions (speeds)? Whatever the answer, the crucial role of us observers is evident. The external realm depends on our ways of watching it. The Universe is quickly changing, disproving the alleged immutability of physical laws. Governments promote 5G technologies, look for vaccines, which could alterate our physiology and ways to conceive reality (Fig. 5).
The butterfly effect and the jump to hyperspace

*Does the flap of a butterfly’s wings in Brazil set off a tornado in New York?* It is the question of Edward Lorenz who applied fluid dynamics to meteorology and found the **butterfly effect**. It is the emergence of faraway, powerful effects from small changes that caused them. It can occur in **complex systems**, which are not complicated but gifted with a complex topology.²⁶ It can be a growing feeling that reality is not what schools, academies, and the media tell us. Why do many fairy tales speak of the evil stepmother and the true, good Mother? If the **true Mother is what appears as vacuum**, "She" cannot reflect the electromagnetic light our eyes and instruments can record. Yet the **true Mother can show Her moving presence** in liquid Water, be ever-present inside and outside our bodies, behave like a **Magnetic Soul that drives everything** with its fluctuations.⁴

Usually considered as small balls, particles are instead **strings in seven dimensions**, able to unite the macro-world of gravity and the micro-world of quantum physics. String Theories have shown that **gravity** is mathematically relatable to subatomic particles' dynamics. Our bodies are made up of subatomic particles. **Can we win gravity?** It would be a miracle, according to standard beliefs. Most people trust the "God" who separated the light from darkness and ignored that our brains divide what we see outside from the **emotions** we feel inside. Emotions are blood-motions.²⁷ We can reconcile our bodies and minds, recognize the Cause of our sufferings: the **nuclear confinement** that creates **entropy**, the background noise able to cover the real Language of Nature: **Music**. To be happy and healthy, we need to achieve **syntropy**, discern between the expanding "weak" force and the confining "strong" one. Such discernment may be the purpose of **Man’s Cosmic Game** into which we fell.⁷

The black hole in our Galaxy center - Sagittarius A* - was usually quiet (Fig. 18). On May 13, 2019, its light suddenly became 75% brighter and then returned to normal levels. **The beat of a cosmic butterfly?** If so, it explains why a storm of emotions unleashed on Earth. Black and white holes are all terminals of the Cosmic Web.

Our minute pineal gland can be a white hole, instantly connected to the Galactic center’s massive black hole. The cosmic butterfly has probably provoked a **quantum leap of hyperspace**, allowed us to feel it on Earth. According to quantum physics, we might all be connected to the hyperspace, involving positions and motions, including the emotions - blood motions - similar all over the world.

Everywhere, a **bifurcation** is occurring between the ones who fear the new "enemy" - Covid 19 - and the ones who don’t care about it and not even get ill. **What divides the two groups?** A state of mind linked to **entropy** for the former and to **syntropy** for the latter.

The imminent reversal of the geomagnetic field is exasperating such a bifurcation. The Gospels and Giordano Bruno foresaw it too. It is causing the governments’ fear to lose the credit of the peoples in their **idols**. One is **money** that a few banks have the "right" to create from nothing. Another one is the **irreversible arrow of time**, on which most disciplines depend. All the powers have promoted the belief in their presumed, unbreakable bond. True or false? A **cunning trick** to make a few wealthier and wealthier and many poorer and poorer. We can free ourselves from our illusory beliefs, organize a peaceful, friendly and wealthy society. Yet we have to realize our illusions to jump to hyperspace. **One only Force, Love, moves and makes infinite worlds alive**, wrote Giordano Bruno.

**Love is Life, the way** to free ourselves from our inner prison, the nuclear confinement.
Freedom from gravity and the time-debt tyranny

Freedom from gravity is evident in all the Standard Model and Jesus's ascension after his death and resurrection too. Christianity defined them as miracles reserved for God, Jesus, who never said he was such. You will do like me and more than me, he said instead. Will we be able to resurrect and ascend? We don't know. Yet we know that our vertical posture is only possible when we are awake and not sleeping. Why does waking allow our erection along the vertical? The answer, my friends, is not blowing in the wind. Waking enables our body's alignment with Z bosons' flow the Earth's Core emits. Alignment allows an intenser contact with the Way to the Giant Baby of which we, humans, might be "cells".

Most have shown servitude, anger, and fear, have ignored the Intelligent Universe, and the perennial presence of the hyperspace into which we can jump if we want. We need to free us from our illusions. Reality is not what Space Sciences observe or better control.

Now the trumpets of the Apocalypse blow. Revelation is underway. The hidden Magnetic Universe - the moving Sea or Mother Substance we call "vacuum" - is unveiling "Her" powerful effects in the galaxy and our tiny bodies too. "Her" freedom from the two - gravitational and electromagnetic fields - is evident, and showing that we are not sinners but believers in a mechanical knowledge that ignores what Life is. 28

We can even recognize the "God" who expelled our ancestors - Adam and Eve - from Paradise, as the three religions, descending from the Bible, have sustained. The "divine condemnations" have obliged us to work with the sweat of our brow and, if women, to give birth with pain. They are respectively due to gravity and inertia, both dependent on the quantity of mass that has been 99% confined by the strong nuclear field. The "strong" force is the Cause of the illusory electromagnetic field. Its confining pressure has separated the minute and massive, positive nuclei from the negative, far away electrons (Fig. 8). A cunning trick that has fascinated our human sight and made us forget to use the White Matter of our brain consciously. If the God, who chased us from Heaven, is the strong nuclear field, this "God" will never satisfy our prayers, because it only exists at low energies and vanishes at the highest, as the Standard Model has shown in 50 years of experiments. Its key features show that it is like a snake biting its tail. All the revolutions have failed because fighting against the "strong" force is the best way to make it stronger. We have kept our slavery from the false idols all institutions have cultivated for millennia, although changing different political regimes.

How can we free ourselves? Daring the presumed "certainties" that religions and finances, schools and academies have promoted.

The fundamental way is realizing our immortality (Fig. 20). 7

Our real, perennial identity is our firing body, composed of the omnipresent three (W+, Z, W-) types bosons. Social distancing prevents the spread of the virus, they say. Our T cells can produce antibodies wherever we are, without vaccines, medicine, and chemical industries. The efficiency of our immune system mainly depends on our happiness. We can promote a butterfly effect through the Barterfly Foundation that proposes a multilateral barter to increase business liquidity, purchase power to families, freedom, and plurality in the information. 29 Independence, friendship, and self-organization indicate infinite possible ways.
Consciouness and the inside-out Revolution
The real Cause of the "pandemics" is the imminent Revelation of the Organic Intelligence that will make any power collapse. All the powers exacerbate fear and anger to keep themselves.

They know and fear the geomagnetic's reversal that no power on Earth can avoid. We are living the change of an era, the transit from Nuclear Winter - all the known tragic history - to the Eternal Spring, gifted with individual and collective well-being.

The new era is a fruitful Alliance between Humanity and Nature, a peaceful but radical, astronomical and antropical revolution. The EW Force is the Message - the Messiah - overcoming all the borders that our tragic history has created; It erases the "need" for weapons to defend or offend them. The EW Force also makes the energy deficiency syndrome ridiculous. It appears as weak, but it is instead the fastest force, able to descend from the stars to the stables, from its original, high rhythms to the lowest ones we can perceive as intuitions, feelings, and sensations if... we pay attention to them.

The "weak" Light - compose our perennial firing body we can feel as consciousness (Fig. 20).

Its Source is the Earth's Crystalline Core, involving an inside-out revolution. To be born is to put on the body, developed in the maternal womb since its conception. To die is to take the same dress off. But... Who dresses at birth and undresses at death? Our eternal firing body, answered Giordano Bruno (Fig. 20).

We are citizens of the infinite Universe, participating in a Cosmic Game to realize what we truly are.

---

1 The journey through space is equivalent to one through time for the photons, as Einstein's Special Relativity has shown.
2 The Oceans generate the fifth magnetic field [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mz9kFGvoc9c](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mz9kFGvoc9c)
3 The interplanetary magnetic field reverses its polarity in 5-20 minutes, the Earth's second field in one-thousandths of a second.
4 [https://www.sciencealert.com/physicists-are-just-showed-water-can-exist-as-two-different-liquid](https://www.sciencealert.com/physicists-are-just-showed-water-can-exist-as-two-different-liquid)
5 CNS is an acronym indicating our Central Nervous System
6 Our sense of touch is often confused with reality. 99% of the universal mass is composed of plasma that is not tangible.
8 Our body's health depends on the coherent dance of its nuclear spins. See also Organic Universe and Human Evolution
9 Our body's health depends on the coherent dance of its nuclear spins. See also Organic Universe and Human Evolution
10 The 'rhythms' of protein folding are encoded in RNA, as Stanford biologists find. Stanford News, 2013
11 See Cambridge Core - Carbon versus other Light Elements in Earth's Core.
12 Chemical drugs cannot open the nuclear "prison" because they maintain the usual relationship between the two nuclear forces.
13 S. Glashow, S. Weinberg, and A. Salam were awarded the 1979 Nobel Prize in Physics for the electroweak interaction.
14 The name Z indicates zero charges. W+ and W- are electrically charged, remind S. Weinberg, Nobel laureate for their discovery.
15[https://commodity.com/video/laniakea](https://commodity.com/video/laniakea)
16 Coherent effects of a weak neutral current - Daniel Z. Freedman Phys. Rev. D 9, 1389 – Published 1 March 1974
17[https://solarsystem.nasa.gov/resources/2286/modeling-earths-magnetism](https://solarsystem.nasa.gov/resources/2286/modeling-earths-magnetism)
20[https://hub.jhu.edu/2018/03/02/adam-riess-cosmic-ladder-universe-expansion/](https://hub.jhu.edu/2018/03/02/adam-riess-cosmic-ladder-universe-expansion/)
21[https://commodity.com/data/debt-clock/](https://commodity.com/data/debt-clock/)
22 Many prophecies announced three days of darkness, probably due to the geomagnetic reversal, the announced Revelation.
23 John Wheeler, Erik Verlinde, and Carlo Rovelli are well-known physicists who challenge basic concepts such as time and gravity.
24 1000 times faster than the strong ones.
25 2286/Modeling-earth's-magnetism
26 40-year-old-prediction-with-incredible-neutrino-observation
27 7000 times faster than the strong ones.
29[https://www.barterfly.eu](https://www.barterfly.eu)